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ABSTRACT F-spondin is a protein mainly asso-
ciated with neuronal development. It attaches to the
extracellular matrix and acts in the axon guidance
of the developing nervous system. F-spondin con-
sists of eight domains, six of which are TSR do-
mains. The TSR domain family binds a wide range of
targets. Here we present the NMR solution struc-
tures of TSR1 and TSR4. TSR domains have an
unusual fold that is characterized by a long, non-
globular shape, consisting of two �-strands and one
irregular extended strand. Three disulfide bridges
and stack of alternating tryptophan and arginine
side-chains stabilize the structure. TSR1 and TSR4
structures are similar to each other and to the
previously determined TSR domain X-ray struc-
tures from another protein, TSP, although TSR4
exhibits a mobile loop not seen in other structures.
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INTRODUCTION

F-spondin1,2 is an extracellular matrix protein that
comprises six C-terminal domains belonging to the TSR
superfamily. F-spondin genes are found in both verte-
brates and invertebrates. The N-terminus is conserved in
F-spondins, but there is some variation of the number and
type of TSR repeats between vertebrates and inverte-
brates.3 The TSR superfamily is usually associated with
different roles in neural development. Over 40 different
human proteins have been found to contain TSR domains.4

They bind to various targets: collagen V,5 fibronectin,6

CD36,7 TGF�,8 and heparin.9,10

F-spondin is expressed especially in the floor plate of the
developing embryo. It patterns axonal trajectory in the
spinal cord by promoting the outgrowth of commissural
axons11 and inhibiting the outgrowth of motor axons.12 A
role in neuronal regeneration has also been suggested.13

Studies on bovine F-spondin interactions with rat aortic
vascular smooth muscle cells show that F-spondin is also
expressed outside the brain, where it stimulates the
growth of smooth muscle cells.14 Recently it was shown
that F-spondin binds the amyloid-� precursor protein and
prevents its cleavage.15

F-spondin has two N-terminal domains, reelin and
spondin, which are related to the corresponding domains

found in the proteins Reelin and Mindin, and six C-
terminal TSR domains. The total length of rat F-spondin is
807 amino acids. The first two domains consist of approxi-
mately 200 amino acids each, and the TSR domains are
about 60 amino acids in length.16,17 Mindin, which also
has a spondin domain, is a secreted protein that binds to
the extracellular matrix.18,19 Mindin has recently been
suggested to also act as a pattern-recognition molecule for
microbial pathogens.20 Reelin is an extracellular matrix
protein associated with neuron development.21

F-spondin contains several glycosylation sites. Both
C-mannosylation and O-fucosylation have been reported
for F-spondin.22,23 The first five TSR domains in F-spondin
contain conserved tryptophans that have been identified
as sites for C-mannosylation.23 The glycosylation sites for
the last domain are not yet known.

TSR4 contains the possible CD36-binding motif CS-
VTCG, which is also found in TSR2 and TSR3.7 This motif
is a potential binding site for the malarial pathogen
Plasmodium falciparum.24

TSP-1 contains three TSR domains. The structure of
TSR2 and TSR3, along with the linker between the two
domains, have been determined previously by X-ray crys-
tallography.25 A novel, antiparallel, three-stranded fold
was revealed that is characterized by a stabilizing stacked
array of tryptophans, arginines, and cysteines. To widen
the structural knowledge within the TSR domain family,
we have embarked on the structure determination of the
TSR domains in F-spondin by liquid-state NMR spectros-
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copy. In this work the structures of TSR1 and TSR4
domains of rat F-spondin were determined, corresponding
to residues 441–499 and 613–666 of the rat F-spondin
sequence (Swiss-Prot code: P35446).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein Preparation

The F-spondin cDNA was obtained by RT-PCR from
embryonic (E16) rat brain total RNA. The primers were
designed to incorporate BamHI- and EcoRI restriction
sites at the 5� and 3� ends, respectively, of the selected
domain corresponding sequence in F-spondin cDNA. The
primers are ACGGATCCGAAACCTGCATCTACTCC and
GTGAATTCCTAGCCATCTTCATCGCTGC for TSR1, and
GCGGATCCATCCCGTGCTTGCTGTCTC and TCGAAT-
TCCTAGGGGCACTCTGGCAGCATA for TSR4. The PCR-
produced domain constructs were sequenced and subse-
quently produced in Escherichia coli using the glutathione-
S-transferase fusion vector pGEX-2T (Pharmacia-
Amersham) as described previously.26 The constructs for
both domains contain two extra amino acids, Gly and Ser,
at the amino terminus. The disulphide bridges were
determined by digesting both native and DTT-reduced
samples with trypsin, and analyzing the resulting pep-
tides with Bruker Dantonics Ultraflex MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry.27

NMR Experiments

The NMR samples contained 0.8–1.2 mM uniformly
15N, 13C-labeled protein, 2 mM NaN3 and 20 mM bisTris in
95% H2O/5% D2O at pH 6.5 (TSR1) and 6.8 (TSR4). No
carbohydrates were present in the proteins. All NMR
spectra were acquired at 10°C on Varian Inova 600 and
800 MHz spectrometers. The spectra were processed with
VNMR 6.1C (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and NMRPipe,28

and analyzed with Sparky 3.106.29

In the case of TSR1, a set of 10 triple-resonance spectra
was used for the assignment of the chemical shifts: HNCA,
iHNCA, HN(CO)CA, HNCO, HN(CA)CO, HNCACB, HN-
(CO)CACB, CC(CO)NH, H(CCO)NH, and HCCH-
COSY.30,31 In the case of F-spondin TSR4, we utilized a
smaller set of six spectra, excluding the spectra involving
exclusively C� correlations and HN(CA)CO. NOE peaks
were identified and integrated in a 15N-edited NOESY-
HSQC,32 and in a 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC33 spectrum
modified to simultaneously excite aliphatic and aromatic
carbon resonances. NOESY mixing times were 100 ms for
both TSR1 NOESY spectra and 120 ms for both TSR4
NOESY spectra. Additional structural restraints were
derived from 3JHN� coupling constants34 in the form of �
angle restraints.

We determined T1 and T2 relaxation times for the
backbone amide nitrogens from series of 2D 15N-1H-HSQC
spectra we acquired, with relaxation delays ranging from
0.01 to 1.9 s for T1 and from 0.01 to 0.25 s for T2, using
eight time points per series. We used the relaxation data
fitting routine of Sparky 3.106 to analyze the relaxation
data. Peak heights in the series of spectra were fitted to a
decaying exponential. Peak positions were adjusted sepa-
rately in each spectrum of the series.

Resonance Assignment and Structure Calculation

Backbone resonance assignments were made with the
help of the program Autoassign.35,36 Except for the first
two residues, complete backbone assignments were ob-
tained for TSR1. In the case of TSR4, two additional
residues remained unassigned by Autoassign. The assign-
ments made by Autoassign for TSR1 and TSR4 were
confirmed to be correct. The backbone assignments were
checked and completed manually. The side-chain assign-
ments were done manually.

The structure calculations were made automatically by
the program CYANA.37–39 Peaks from the 15N-edited
NOESY-HSQC and 13C-edited NOESY-HSQC were picked
and integrated manually, and the peak lists, together with
the chemical shift assignments, were used as input for the
iterative NOE assignment and structure calculation with
CYANA. We generated 200 conformers in each of the 7
cycles of the combined automated NOESY assignment and
structure calculation algorithm.38 We subjected the 20
conformers with lowest final target function values to
restrained energy minimization with respect to the AM-
BER force field40 using the program OPALp.41,42 The
protein was immersed in a shell of water molecules with a
thickness of 8 Å. We applied a maximum of 3000 steps of
restrained conjugate gradient minimization, using, in
addition to the standard AMBER force field, a pseudopoten-
tial for NOE upper distance bounds that was proportional
to the sixth power of the restraint violation. The force
constant was chosen such that a restraint violation of 0.1 Å
contributed 0.3 kcal/mol to the potential energy. Structure
figures were prepared with the program MOLMOL, which
was also used to calculate ring current shifts.43

RESULTS

The 3D structures of TSR1 and TSR4 were determined
by heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy combined with auto-
mated NOESY assignment and structure calculation. To
assess the possible differences in the dynamical behavior
of the domains, we measured T1 and T2 relaxation times of
the backbone amide nitrogens.

Except for the two non-native N-terminal residues,
complete backbone assignments and nearly complete side-
chain assignments were obtained. Unusual chemical shifts
were observed for side-chain protons of residues Arg466
and Arg468 of TSR1 and the corresponding Arg637 and
Arg639 of TSR4. These residues are in the cores of the
domains, and close to aromatic rings. Ring current shift
calculations for the final structures confirmed qualita-
tively the strong chemical shift changes of these protons.
The chemical shifts have been deposited in the BioMagRes-
Bank with accession numbers 6175 for TSR1 and 10002 for
TSR4. The three disulfide bonds [Fig. 1(A)] were deter-
mined by trypsin digestion and mass spectrometry (see
Materials and Methods section). Furthermore, the C� and
C� chemical shifts of the cysteines in both domains are
consistent with the criteria for the oxidized form of cys-
teines as described by Sharma and Rajarathnam.44

The resonance assignments, together with NOE peak
positions and volumes and � dihedral angle restraints
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from 3JHN� coupling constants were used as input for the
automated iterative NOE assignment and structure calcu-
lation protocol incorporated in the program CYANA ver-
sion 2.0.37–39 Well-defined structures in good agreement
with the experimental restraints resulted for both do-
mains, as evidenced by the structural statistics of Table I.
Neither distance restraint violations above 0.2 Å nor
dihedral angle violations over 5° were observed in the two
ensembles, and less than 1% of the residues were found in
generously allowed or disallowed regions of the Ramachan-

dran plot (Table I). The structures have been deposited in
the PDB with accession codes 1SZL for TSR1 and 1VEX for
TSR4.

TSR1 is structurally slightly better defined than TSR4,
with an average backbone RMSD to the mean coordinates
of 0.50 Å for the well-defined part of the molecule (residues
443–494; Table I, Fig. 1). This results from a higher
number of assigned peaks in the NOESY spectra and
reflects the generally superior quality of the TSR1 spectra.
Especially the number of long-range distance restraints is
considerable higher in TSR1 than in TSR4. In TSR1 the
backbone RMSD shows no large variations along the
sequence, whereas in TSR4 the second loop of the struc-
ture (residues 643–654) is less well defined, raising the
average backbone RMSD of residues 615–662 to 0.92 Å.

The overall fold is very similar for the two F-spondin
TSR domains (Fig. 1). This is not surprising given that the
alignment of the amino acid sequences [Fig. 2(A)] shows
48% sequence identity. The structural details are some-
what different, resulting in a backbone RMSD between the
mean coordinates of TSR1 and TSR4 of 1.3 Å, excluding
the flexible termini and the loops and taking into account
the one-residue insertion in the TSR1 sequence. In the

Fig. 1. The NMR solution of structures of (A) the F-spondin TSR
domain 1 and (B) the F-spondin TSR domain 4. Twenty energy-refined
conformers are shown for each domain. The first strand has a rippled
conformation, which is characteristic for this fold. The two other strands
form an antiparallel �-sheet (residues 462–467 and 484–489 for TSR1,
and 634–640 and 657–663 for TSR4). TSR1 has a short additional
�-sheet in the region where TSR4 has a less well-defined loop region
(residues 443–445 and 471–473). The secondary structure and core
residues of a representative conformer of the solution structures of the
F-spondin (C) TSR1 and (D) TSR4 domains are shown. Tryptophans are
drawn in blue, arginines in red, and cysteines in yellow. The green residue
in TSR1 is tyrosine, which may further stabilize the structure through
interactions with the nearby arginine side-chain. In TSR4, this residue is
leucine. Aspartate 485 is shown in magenta.

TABLE I. Statistics for the NMR Solution Structures of the
F-Spondin TSR Domains 1 and 4

TSR1 TSR4

Number of residues 61 56
Distance restraints

All 994 825
Short-range, �i � j� � 1 527 508
Medium-range, 1 � �i � j� � 5 100 55
Long-range, �i � j� � 5 367 262

� Dihedral angle restraints 43 25
Average number of restraints

per residue
16.3 14.7

Average CYANA target function
value, Å2

0.66 � 0.10 0.57 � 0.10

Average AMBER energy, kcal/
mol

�2000 � 83 �1819 � 70

RMSD
All residues, backbone, Å 1.46 � 0.27 1.46 � 0.31
All residues, heavy atoms, Å 1.68 � 0.23 1.71 � 0.23
Ordered structure, backbone,a

Å
0.50 � 0.11 0.92 � 0.21

Ordered structure, heavy
atoms, Å

0.79 � 0.08 1.41 � 0.16

Number of hydrogen bondsb 36 23
Ramachandran plot statistics, %

Most favored regions 81.3 76.0
Additional allowed regions 18.1 23.0
Generously allowed regions 0.6 0.9
Disallowed regions 0.0 0.0

The solution structure is represented by the 20 energy-refined conform-
ers with lowest CYANA target function values. No distance violation
over 0.2 Å or dihedral angle violations over 5° were observed in the
structures.
aThe disordered N- and C-terminal residues are excluded (i.e., resi-
dues 438–442 and 495–499 for TSR1, and 610–614 and 663–666 for
TSR4).
bAfter energy minimization with OPALp.
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following, the structure of TSR1 is presented in detail.
Because this description is valid to a large degree also for
TSR4, we comment on only the significant differences
between the two structures.

The overall fold is antiparallel three-stranded. Strand A
(residues 443–455 in TSR1 and 615–627 in TSR4) is
irregular and has a rippled form, whereas strands B
(461–473 in TSR1 and 631–638 in TSR4) and C (484–490
in TSR1 and 655–662 in TSR4) are regular �-strands and
form a �-sheet (Fig. 1). In strand A, the two conserved
tryptophans, Trp448 and Trp451, are located at the ridges
of the rippled backbone pointing toward strand C. Strand
B provides three arginines, Arg464, Arg466, and Arg468,
that form the RWRWR stacked array with the two trypto-
phans. This arrangement is energetically favorable, as the
cation–� interaction between an aromatic ring and a
positively charged side-chain group contributes signifi-
cantly to protein stability.45 This interaction is common
especially between arginines and tryptophans. The array
is preceded by Tyr445 from strand B, whose side-chain is
favorably oriented to be involved in an additional cation–�
interaction with Arg468. The RWRWR base structure is
capped on both ends by disulfide bonds, one at the N-
terminal side of the domain formed by Cys443 in strand A
and Cys480 in the loop between strands B and C, and two
at the C-terminal side, formed by Cys454–Cys489 and
Cys459–Cys494, where Cys454 and Cys459 are in the loop
between strands A and B, and Cys489 and Cys494 in the
C-terminal following strand C. In TSR4, the aforemen-
tioned tyrosine is replaced by a leucine, whose orientation
is also toward the inside of the domain. Altogether the
tryptophan, arginine, and cysteine side-chains form an
eight-layered stacked structure. The C�1 atoms of the two
tryptophan residues point outward from the core, enabling
the C-mannosylation of these moieties.46

A regular hydrogen bond network is formed between the
antiparallel �-strands B and C. Additional lateral contacts
are likely to contribute to the stability of this �-sheet. For
instance, in the majority of structures a salt bridge is
observed between the side-chains of Arg466 and Asp485.

Strand A, although not conforming to the requirements of
a regular �-strand, is intimately linked to strand B via
hydrogen bonds. Amide protons from the four serine
residues Ser446, Ser449, Ser452 and Ser455 of the rippled
backbone of strand A form hydrogen bonds to carbonyl
carbons of residues Met469, Gln467, Met465 and Lys463
in strand B, respectively. Serine side-chain hydroxyl groups
on strand A make additional hydrogen bonds to the
backbone of strand B. In over one third of the conformers,
we observed a hydrogen bond between Ser446 O	 and
Met469 H, Ser452 O	 and Met465 H, and Ser449 H	 and
Gln467 O. Overall the hydrogen bond network in TSR4 is
similar to TSR1, albeit slightly less complete.

The A-B loop conformation is stabilized by a disulfide
bond to the C-terminal loop. In the B-C loop, residues
470–473 are involved in an additional �-sheet with the
N-terminal residues 443–445. This short �-sheet is dis-
torted by a classical �-bulge: hydrogen bonds are formed
between Ile444HN-Ala472C�, Ile444C�-Ala472HN and
Ile444C�-Lys471HN, and the �,
 angles of Lys471 conform
to those of a right-handed �-helix. A type I �-turn follows
the short �-strand in the loop, and at the end, an irregular
stretch containing the cysteine that makes the disulfide
bond to the N-terminal part of the structure, surrounded
by two trans prolines.

The B-C loop of TSR4 is not well defined. A smaller
number of NOEs was obtained for this segment compared
to the structured regions. The relaxation time measure-
ments (Fig. 3) show that on the average TSR4 has shorter
T2 relaxation times than TSR1, and several residues in
TSR4 show increased T1/T2 ratios, indicative of chemical
exchange. This is especially noticeable for residues Leu616,
Leu617, Met640, Asp649, Cys650, and Asn651 (correspond-
ing TSR1 numbering in Fig. 3: Ile444, Tyr445, Met469,
Val478, Pro479, and Cys480). The latter three residues are
in the B-C loop. Cys650 is connected by a disulfide bond to
Cys615, which also has a low T2 value and slightly higher
T1/T2 ratio, as do the neighboring residues of both cys-
teines. Residues Ala645 and Glu646 have short T2 times,
and they too are in the disordered loop region.

Fig. 2. (A) Sequence alignment of the F-spondin TSR domains 1 and 4. Disulfide bonds are indicated by connecting lines, and the strands A, B, and
C with solid lines. (B) Sequence alignment of F-spondin TSR domains and TSP-1 TSR domains. The cloning artifacts (residues Gly and Ser in the start of
the sequences) have been omitted from the alignment.
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DISCUSSION

The structures of the TSR1 and TSR4 domains are
markedly similar to the previously solved structures of
TSR domains of TSP-1,25 with a sequence homology on the
order of 30%. The backbone atoms of the structure families
can be superimposed on the TSP-1 structures, excluding
the loops and the chain termini, with backbone RMSDs of
1.7 Å for F-spondin TSR1 and TSP-1 domains 2 and 3. For
F-spondin TSR4 and TSP-1 domains 2 and 3 the corre-
sponding RMSDs are 1.2 Å and 1.5 Å, respectively. The
disulfide bond network is slightly different in F-spondin
TSRs and TSP-1 TSR domains. In the structures of
F-spondin TSRs, there is a disulfide bond between the
beginning of strand A and the beginning of strand C,
whereas in TSP-1 TSR domains the corresponding disul-
fide bond is formed between strands B and C. Some
variation in the amino acids forming the eight-layered
stacked array is observed, too. Only the four central
residues, corresponding to Arg468, Trp448, Arg466, and
Trp451 of TSR1, are strictly conserved. The outer layers
are formed by Tyr and Arg in TSR1, Leu and Arg in TSR4,
Trp and Ile in TSP-1 domain 2, and Trp and Glu in TSP-1
domain 3. Irrespective of their nature, all these side-
chains maintain a planar and parallel orientation.

Based on disulfide bond pattern analysis from amino
acid sequences the TSR domains have tentatively been
divided into two major groups by Tan et al.,25 with TSP-1
TSRs being representatives of group 1 and F-spondin
TSRs representing group 2. The present structure determi-
nation of F-spondin TSRs shows that although the disul-
fide bond pattern observed in the N-terminal parts of
F-spondin and TSP-1 TSR domains is indeed different, this

difference does not significantly influence the overall fold.
The RMSD values between the structures of the two TSR
types remain small.

The electrostatic surface potentials of F-spondin TSR1
and TSR4 show a similar positive face as the TSP-1 TSR2
domain (Fig. 4). Two arginines are conserved both in the
sequence alignment and by their positions in the struc-
tures of all three domains. In addition, two positive and
two negative charges are present in reasonably close
positions on the same side of the molecule, although they
originate from sequentially different residues (K464, K467,
E462, and E459 in TSP-1 TSR2; R464, K463, D485, and
D482 in F-spondin TSR1; and R637, K659, E658, and D653
in F-spondin TSR4). The charges on the surface of F-
spondin TSR1 are mainly concentrated on one side of the
domain, while F-spondin TSR4 has several charged resi-
dues on both sides of the domain.

Recent studies have shown that F-spondin binds the
APP15 and the ApoEr2.47 F-spondin binds APP through its
N-terminal reelin and spondin domains. The F-spondin
C-terminal TSR domains 1–4 bind the LA repeats 3, 7, or 8
of ApoEr2. These interactions may play a role in regulat-
ing A� peptide formation, which is important for Alzhei-
mer’s disease.47

The LA repeats are small and ubiquitous domains that
bind calcium. Several structures of these domains have
been solved.48–53 They often show regions of negative
surface charges,51 and it has been postulated that electro-
statics are important for the interactions between LA
repeats and its ligands.54 Indeed, the interaction between
LA repeat 3 of the very low density lipoprotein receptor
and the minor group human rhinovirus was postulated to

Fig. 3. T1 (circles) and T2 (boxes) relaxation times for the backbone amide nitrogens of TSR1 (black) and
TSR4 (gray). The residue numbering of TSR1 is used.
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be based on electrostatic interactions between the mol-
ecules.52 The positive charges on the surfaces of the
F-spondin TSR1 and TSR4 domains (Fig. 4) makes it
plausible that the interactions between F-spondin TSRs
and LA repeats could also be mediated by electrostatic
interactions. However, the C-mannosylations and O-
fucosylation will change the charge distributions on the
F-spondin TSR domain surfaces, and it has not been
shown yet which of the first TSR domains of F-spondin are
interacting with LA repeats. Further binding and struc-
tural studies will be needed to resolve this question.

The flexibility of the F-spondin TSR4 B-C loop region
when compared to TSR1 is intriguing. Differences in
amino acid sequence and relaxation times may suggest
some functional difference, whose nature remains to be
understood. The last two TSR domains of F-spondin have
been reported to bind to the extracellular matrix, whereas
the domains 1–4 do not,12 but domains 1–4 may be
involved in mediating the repulsive effect that inhibits
motor neuron outgrowth.3 It is also possible that the
difference in the loop structure is related to the single-
domain constructs used, and that a multidomain protein
may have different characteristics. In our experience, the
TSR domains of F-spondin differed markedly in their
stability when expressed individually, some of them being
either poorly folded or manifesting significant conforma-
tional exchange (unpublished data). As there is a linker of
only two residues between F-spondin TSR3 and TSR4, the
two domains come into close proximity, and it is conceiv-
able that the C-terminal end of TSR3 together with the
A-B loop, stabilize the B-C loop of TSR4. Furthermore,
fucosylation has been reported to stabilize protein struc-
ture through the formation of a hydrophobic cluster.55

Thr573 of TSR3 has been identified as a site for O-
fucosylation.23 Assuming that the structure of TSR3 is
similar to that of the two other TSR domains, this residue
is located in the TSR3 A-B loop. By formation of hydropho-
bic contacts or hydrogen bonds, the B-C loop region of
TSR4 may additionally be stabilized by this post-transla-
tional modification. Further studies with multidomain
constructs and binding experiments will be needed to fully

understand the differences between the domains and their
interactions.

CONCLUSIONS

The structures of the TSR domains 1 and 4 from
F-spondin reveal an antiparallel, three-stranded fold in
which one of the strands has an irregular rippled form,
whereas the two others form a regular �-sheet. The
structure of this small domain is stabilized by multiple
interactions between backbone and side-chain atoms, as
well as covalent interactions in the form of disulfide bonds.
Interleaved side-chains of two tryptophans, three argi-
nines, and three disulfide-bonded cysteines form an eight-
layer, stacked array (Fig. 1). The structures of TSR1 and
TSR4 are very similar to each other, with the major
difference being a mobile loop in TSR4 that is not present
in TSR1. Its significance for the biological function re-
mains to be elucidated in detail.
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